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How motifs condition critical thresholds: Linking Micro- to Macro-scales

In this study, we investigate how specific micro interaction structures (motifs) affect the

occurrence of tipping cascades on networks of stylized tipping elements. We compare the

properties of cascades in Erdős-Rényi networks and an exemplary moisture recycling net-

work of the Amazon rainforest. Within these networks, decisive small-scale motifs are

the feed forward loop, the secondary feed forward loop, the zero loop and the neighboring

loop.

Of all motifs, the feed forward loop motif stands out in tipping cascades since it decreases

the critical coupling strength necessary to initiate a cascade more than the other motifs.

We find that for this motif, the reduction of critical coupling strength is 11% less than the

critical coupling of a pair of tipping elements. For highly connected networks, our analysis

reveals that coupled feed forward loops coincide with a strong 90% decrease of the critical

coupling strength.

For the highly clustered moisture recycling network in the Amazon, we observe regions of

very high motif occurrence for each of the four investigated motifs suggesting that these

regions are more vulnerable. The occurrence of motifs is found to be one order of magni-

tude higher than in a random Erdős-Rényi network.

This emphasizes the importance of local interaction structures for the emergence of global

cascades and the stability of the network as a whole.

a)These authors equally contributed to this study. Correspondences should be addressed to: nico.wunderling@pik-

potsdam.de
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Tipping elements are nonlinear systems, where a small perturbation can be sufficient to in-

duce a qualitative change of the whole system as soon as a critical threshold (tipping point)

is crossed. Coupled tipping elements exist for instance in connected lake systems, in the

Earth’s climate system or in social systems. Here, we investigate networks of interacting

tipping elements, where each node consists of a stylized tipping element and explore im-

portant interaction structures on the micro scale of the network, the so-called motifs. Such

motifs in complex networks have been found in multiple systems such as cell metabolism,

food webs or neural networks and are known to be significantly overexpressed in real-world

compared to random networks. However, motifs have not yet been studied extensively in

complex networks, where nodes have their own dynamics. In our study, we find that tipping

cascades occur more often at locations with high motif frequency revealing locations (nodes)

of decreased robustness.

I. INTRODUCTION

Methodologies from complex networks science have gained increasing attention since they

have successfully been applied to a broad range of different fields ranging from physical sciences,

biology or ecology to information transfer, energy systems and sociology1. In many cases, network

nodes are reasonably represented by continuous, nonlinear dynamical systems as, for instance, in

oscillators in power grids, population dynamics in food webs or synchronization of nonlinear os-

cillators2–4. More recently, one focus of research shifted to the investigation of interacting tipping

elements. Tipping elements are systems in which a small perturbation can lead to a qualitative

change in the system in case a critical value (tipping point) is surpassed. Tipping elements have

been identified in the Earth’s climate system5, but also in various other contexts like finance, pol-

itics, ecology or climate6–9. In the Earth system, tipping elements can interact across scales in

time and space9–11 which could in principle lead to feedbacks, domino effects12 and ultimately to

a hothouse state13.

Lately, these two approaches, complex networks and tipping elements, have been linked together

in a conceptual approach to study cascading failure on networks14,15. Here, each node of such a

network is a tipping element and has its own dynamics compared to other studies where cascading

failure has been studied with discrete states of network nodes and a fixed threshold beyond which
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failure of the respective node is induced16,17. The links of the network then consist of any arbitrary

positive or negative coupling, potentially with different weights, between the network nodes. This

procedure yields a set of connected differential equations that can be described well by a network

approach. If the network nodes are indeed tipping elements, the occurrence of tipping cascades,

the failure of at least two nodes together, can be investigated. The dependence of cascades based on

different interaction structures resembling the structure of paradigmatic network types like Erdős-

Rényi, small-world or scale-free networks has been assessed14. However, as we find here, in a

certain regime of coupling strengths between the nodes, the dynamics of the whole network are

dominated by local structures within the network. These sub-structures are the so-called motifs.

Contrasting other recent publications reflecting the influence of the general network topology of

cascading failures in complex networks18–21 and how local interaction patterns determine the dy-

namics of their larger parent networks22–24, this work aims to reveal how these local, small-scale

structures condition tipping cascades within the whole system.

The notion of motifs has been introduced by Milo et al.25 as the basic building blocks of complex

networks. It has been shown that motifs can be identified for instance in food webs26, author-

ship attribution27 up to transcriptional networks that control the expression of genes28, e.g., in

tumor suppressors or E. Coli29–32. The so-called feed forward loop is an essential motif in such

networks since it is significantly overexpressed in these real-world networks compared to typical

random graphs25. Furthermore, the feed forward loop motif has been used to identify functionally

important nodes in various real-world networks through the aggregation of several such motifs

into clusters. This has been investigated among others in transcription networks of E. Coli, online

Wikipedia networks or air-traffic33 and hints at a special role of this motif as it efficiently passes

system dependent information forward.

Here, we examine how selected micro-structures within an Erdős-Rényi network of tipping ele-

ments significantly alter the occurrence of tipping cascades and with that the stability of the whole

network (Fig. 1). We investigate these features on Erdős-Rényi networks since their properties

are controllable and reproducible. Furthermore, we look at the scaling behavior of motif occur-

rence and we are able to predict critical couplings in dense Erdős-Rényi networks which can be

traced back to coupled feed forward loops. Additionally, we compare our results for this to a real-

world example, the moisture recycling network structure of the Amazon rainforest and point out

important differences.
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II. METHODS

A. System of differential equations

In this study, the dynamics of each of the nodes in the network follows the autonomous ordinary

differential equation
dx
dt

=−a(x− x0)
3 +b(x− x0)+ c, (1)

when interactions are ignored. Here, c is the critical individual forcing parameter, a,b > 0 and

x0 represents a shift on the x-axis12,14. This equation is unistable below a certain critical param-

eter ccrit, low and above ccrit, high. In between, the system is bistable and state transitions occur via

a saddle-node bifurcation at ccrit, low and ccrit, high. Equation 1 is a minimal example for contin-

uous dynamical systems that possess two distinct stable states. Hence, this model can act as a

paradigmatic model and has been applied to ecosystems like shallow lakes, but also ice sheets or

the thermohaline circulation6,34–36. The bifurcation diagram of one of these tipping elements is

shown in Fig. 1a.

We connect these tipping elements via a linear coupling term such that Equation 1 becomes

dxi

dt
=−a(xi− x0)

3 +b(xi− x0)+ ci + r
N

∑
j=1, j 6=i

Ai jx j, (2)

where r > 0 is the global coupling strength between the elements and Ai j is one if there exists a

link from node j to i and it is zero otherwise. Thus, the networks considered here are directed,

however, couplings of the node to itself are not considered. In our network, we use a = 4, b = 1

and x0 = 0.5 for all nodes (i.e., tipping elements) such that the stable states xi are at 0 or 1 respec-

tively if ci = 0. If not stated otherwise, we simulate all our results on Erdős-Rényi networks37 of

size 100. This means that our work here is based on the network framework developed in Krönke

et al. (2019)14. However, Krönke et al. (2019)14 touch on important global features of the model,

whereas this work emphasizes how small-scale structures change the behavior of the entire net-

work. Furthermore, the system is assumed to be in equilibrium as soon as the change of the state

of no tipping element exceeds 0.005 per time step.

B. Definition of a tipping cascade

In the investigated networks, we define a tipping cascade as the joint transgression of at least

two tipping elements in the network. To check if a tipping cascade can occur at a certain coupling
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strength r, a randomly chosen source node i is tipped by shifting its individual forcing parameter ci

above its threshold of ccrit, high =
√

4
27 ·

b3

a ≈ 0.193. The individual forcing parameter of all other

nodes c j are kept at zero such that a cascade can only be caused by the coupling of the tipped node

to other nodes in the network. With this setting, the cascade simulations in this work are conducted

as follows: First, the critical value ci of source node i is slowly increased (in steps of 0.01) until

0.193 is surpassed such that this node tips. Then the simulation is integrated forward in time using

python’s scipy.integrate.odeint until an equilibrium is reached. The equilibrium condition is that

∆xi < 0.005 in two consecutive time steps for each node i = 1, ..., N in the network. Thus, the

cascade simulations are conducted as in Krönke et al. (2019)14.

Note that if node i tips at ccrit, high, i ≈ 0.193, its stable state in the upper branch is approximately

at xcrit, high, i ≈ 1.05, slightly higher than 1.0 (see Fig. 1a). If then node i is coupled to another

node k (and no other connections are considered for the moment), the coupling term of Eq. 2

pointing to node k would be Cplk = r ∑
N
j=1, j 6=k Ak jx j = r · xcrit, high, i ≈ r ·1.05. Cplk surpasses the

critical value of 0.193 such that node k would tip as soon as the coupling strength r is larger than

r = rcrit ≈ 0.183 (see Fig. 1a and Eq. 2).

C. Network motifs

Some of the most important features in networks are small-scale motifs25,33, where a tipped

node (source node) has a primary direct impact on a target node, but also a secondary, indirect

impact over intermediary nodes. The number of nodes in between a source and a target node

over intermediary nodes is called secondary impact path length. Thus, a connection of a source

node over one intermediary node to a target node would have a secondary impact path length of

two. In Fig. 1 b − e, we show all motifs that have a secondary impact path length of two (feed

forward loop) and three (secondary feed forward loop, zero loop and neighboring loop). In case

of the zero loop, the intermediary node is also the source node. The critical coupling strength of

the feed forward loop to tip the target node is reduced from 0.183 to 0.162, for the weaker motifs

it is reduced to 0.180 for each of the motifs individually, as we found by simulations. The two

types of feed forward loops reduce the critical coupling strength over aggregation effects towards

the target node, while the zero loop and the neighboring loop do this via reinforcement loops. The

underlying dynamical mechanism is that feed forward loops decrease the critical coupling strength

more than weaker motifs. They also contribute more to the average clustering coefficient which
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is linked to a decrease in critical coupling strength14. Hence, on a macro-scale, if there are more

feed forward loops, the critical coupling strength decreases, while the clustering increases. This is

more of a correlation, not a causation.

D. Real-world application: The Amazon rainforest network

The Amazon moisture recycling network is a network of atmospheric water flows within the

Amazon rainforest. The Amazon can be seen as a network of tipping elements14,38 where forests

may locally tip to a state of low tree cover, depending on rainfall levels39. If an area contains a

forest, evaporation is higher than without a forest, as trees can access deep groundwater which

they release to the atmosphere in a process called transpiration. Because this atmospheric water

rains down over other parts of the forest, forest transpiration is a mechanism by which tipping

elements are connected. This cycling of forest transpiration to rainfall was simulated by Staal et

al. (2018)40 and analyzed as a network14,38. Our nodes are the forests within areas of a size of

2×2◦. We use the simulated transpiration flows between these nodes for 2014. For further details

on the methods behind the simulations, we refer to Staal et al. (2018)40.

III. RESULTS

A. Motifs in sparse networks

We find that particularly in Erdős-Rényi networks, motifs can significantly reduce the critical

coupling strength that is necessary to start a cascade. In Fig. 2, the occurrence of cascades σ is

shown versus the coupling strength r, where vertical lines indicate the coupling strength where a

tipping cascade is expected for the respective motif or motif group. The actual fingerprint of the

respective motif can be observed in step-like features in cascade occurrences σ towards higher

coupling strengths. If the network has an average degree of one, two or three, these reductions can

be seen clearly for the feed forward loop as well as for the weak motifs (secondary feed forward

loop, zero loop and neighboring loop; see Fig. 2a, b, c). Towards higher average degrees two

things can be found: first, cascade occurrence increases and second, the coupling strength r at

which cascade occurrences are different from zero decreases. For instance at an average degree of

eight, cascades can already be found for a coupling strength around 0.12, whereas for an average

degree of two, this coupling strength is around 0.16 (see Fig. 2b and h). This might be due to
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rcrit = 0.162
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FIG. 1. a) Bifurcation diagram of a single node (tipping element) in the network. If not stated otherwise,

the network size is 100 nodes. Each of these nodes has two stable states, where the stable state is dependent

upon the critical parameter r. If the critical parameter is increased over a threshold a saddle-node bifurcation

occurs. b) − e) Motifs that reduce the minimal necessary critical coupling strength within the network and

lead to tipping cascades. In case the source node (light blue) is tipped, the target node (light red) will

tip earlier due to the specific local network structure and the additional coupling from the intermediary

node(s) and thus triggers a cascade at lower coupling constants than it would be the case if we would

only consider a pair of source node and target node. b) Feed forward loop: This motif is a strong motif

that reduces the critical coupling strength significantly to 0.162 (from 0.183; see Fig. 2). c) − e) Weaker

motifs (secondary feed forward loop, zero loop and neighboring loop) that reduce the minimal necessary

coupling strength only slightly to around 0.180, where each of the three weaker motifs individually reduces

the critical coupling strength to 0.180. The feed forward and the secondary feed forward loop function over

aggregation effects of coupling, while the zero loop and the neighboring loop function over reinforcement

feedbacks shown as light red and green colored boxes.

the fact that combinations of different or the same motifs point to the same target node (see for

instance supp. Fig. S3). Since the reduction of the critical coupling strength for the feed forward

loop is larger than for the weaker motifs, it remains visible up to higher average degrees (< k >=7;
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see Fig. 2). With increasing average degree, the networks show an increasing likelihood of cas-

cade occurrences and size of cascade (supp. Fig. S1). The frequency of cascades does not reach

100% for average degree one (around 60%), two (about 90%) and three (about 99%) even if the

coupling is above 0.183, the coupling value at which a pair of two tipping elements tip (Single

coupling in Fig. 2). The reason is that for low average degrees, the Erdős-Rény network is not in

the connected regime, meaning not all nodes are part of the giant component. Consequently for

low average degrees, some nodes cannot be involved in the tipping cascade as they do not hold

any couplings, i.e., their in-degree is zero.

How often are motifs expected in random networks? The proportion of networks with the re-

spective motif depending on the average degree is sharply ascending (Fig. 3a). Here, we compare

the simulation (points and error bars) to the theory (dashed lines) and obtain a good match. In the

simulation, the occurrence is the probability to find the respective motif at an arbitrarily chosen

node.

The theoretically derived values can be obtained with the following considerations: for an Erdős-

Rényi network with average degree 〈k〉, each node is expected to have 〈k〉 neighbors that it is

linked to. Thus, the number of possible pairs between any two neighbor nodes is given by(〈k〉
2

)
=
〈k〉·(〈k〉−1)

2 . In a directed network, this number needs to be multiplied by 2 such that the

number of possible links is given by Npossible links = 〈k〉(〈k〉−1). The probability that at least one

event Ai occurs out of N independent events is given by:

P

(
N⋃
i=1

Ai

)
= 1− (1− p)N (3)

for a fixed probability p that one independent event occurs. In an Erdős-Rényi network p = 〈k〉
N−1 ,

where N is the size of the network. This leads to

Pfeed forward loop = 1− (1− p)Npossible links = 1−
(

1− 〈k〉
N−1

)〈k〉(〈k〉−1)

(4)

to have at least one feed forward loop at any node of the network. Similarly this approach can

be used for the neighboring loop. There are on average 〈k〉(〈k〉−1) possibilities that neighbor to

neighbor nodes form a feedback such that it results in a neighboring loop. Accordingly we have

Pneighboring loop = Pfeed forward loop = 1−
(

1− 〈k〉
N−1

)〈k〉(〈k〉−1)

. (5)
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FIG. 2. The effect of the coupling strength on the proportion of networks that show any cascading effect.

The critical coupling strength to start a cascade for the feed forward loop is 0.162, for the three weaker

motifs 0.180 and for the single coupling 0.183. Since each of the weaker motifs reduces the critical coupling

strength to 0.180, it is not possible to separate these three motifs from its tipping cascade pattern. The error

bars show the standard deviation of 10 simulations à 100 simulated networks. In total 1000 runs with Erdős-

Rényi networks of size 100 were computed. a) has average degree 1, b) has average degree 2, c) has average

degree 3, d) has average degree 4, e) has average degree 5, f) has average degree 6, g) has average degree

7, h) has average degree 8.
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FIG. 3. a) Motif occurrence in a random network of size 100 together with their theoretically expected

values (dashed lines). The theoretical formulae are found in Equations 4, 5, 6, and 7. b) Scaling of the

occurrence of the feed forward loop for networks of size 10, 100 and 1000. Theory from Eq. 4. The

other motifs’ scaling behavior can be found in supp. Fig. S2. Error bars in both panels show the error in

occurrence in 1000 realisations grouped as 10 × 100 samples.

For the zero loop 〈k〉 possible links that need to be considered for reconnecting any neighbor node

back to the source node such that the probability of at least one occurrence is given by

Pzero loop = 1−
(

1− 〈k〉
N−1

)〈k〉
. (6)

Finally, we compute the probability for the secondary feed forward loop. We know that the number

of neighbors-of-neighbors is 〈k〉(〈k〉−1) excluding the source node as a neighbor. Each of these

neighbors-of-neighbors has (〈k〉−1) possibilities to link to a specific target node such that we get

Psecondary feed forward loop = 1−
(

1− 〈k〉
N−1

)〈k〉(〈k〉−1)2

. (7)

This is the probability of obtaining at least one secondary feed forward loop at any given node in

the network.

The occurrences of the feed forward loop, the neighboring loop and the secondary feed forward

loop increase sharper than the occurrence of the zero loop with increasing average degree such

that at an average degree of 9 the first three motifs occur in practically every Erdős-Rényi network

of size 100 (Fig. 3a).

The simulated occurrences of the motifs match reasonably well with the theory. However, for

the feed forward loop and the secondary feed forward loop, our theory slightly overestimates the
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occurrence of these motifs for an intermediate occurrence probability. This is probably due to the

fact that out-degrees smaller or equal to 1 at a certain node are neglected in the respective equations

(i.e., in Eqs. 4 and 7). But in fact, the source node of both motifs, the feed forward loop and the

secondary feed forward loop, requires an out-degree of at least two. Otherwise these motifs cannot

exist.

The scaling of frequency of the feed forward loop for networks of size 10, 100, 1000 shows

that for larger networks, the occurrence of motifs requires higher average degrees, for theory and

simulations (Fig. 3b and supp. Fig. S2). The scaling behavior of the other three motifs (zero loop,

neighboring loop and secondary feed forward loop) can be found in supplementary Fig. 2. The

observed scaling dependency of motif occurrence in Erdős-Rényi networks can also be interpreted

as a dependency on the clustering coefficient C of the networks since C = 〈k〉
N−1 in Erdős-Rényi

networks, since the clustering coefficient is inversely proportional to the network size N.

B. Motifs in dense networks

The occurrence of single motifs plays a crucial role for the occurrence of tipping cascades in

sparse networks. For an Erdős-Rényi network of size 100, this is the case for average degrees of 6

or below (see Fig. 2). However, single motifs cannot explain the drop in critical coupling strength

for denser networks. The critical coupling strength for the initiation of cascades lies well below

0.050 in dense networks which is way below the critical coupling strength of a feed forward loop

(rcrit, feed forward loop = 0.162); see the transition zone in Fig. 4). Above the transition zone, more

than 90% of all networks show tipping cascades and below it, less than 10% show cascades. To

explore the strength of the effect of multiple motifs, construction rules for N-fold feed forward

loops and N-fold coupled feed forward loops were designed (see supp. Fig. 3). Subsequently,

numerical simulations of isolated multiple motifs were conducted to assess the critical coupling

thresholds (triangles in Fig. 4). The isolated, multiple motifs exhibit significantly reduced critical

coupling strengths and it can therefore be expected that, in turn, their occurrence in Erdős-Rényi

networks decrease the critical coupling strength for tipping cascades.

The critical coupling strength of a 98-fold coupled feed forward loop (r98-fold coupled feed forward loop =

0.016) matches the critical coupling strength of the transition zone of a fully connected network.

This means that the critical coupling compared with the single critical coupling strength of two

nodes (rcrit = 0.183) drops by 91%. It has to be remarked that the critical coupling values of
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manifold motifs are shown against their multiplicity (lower x-axis in Fig. 4), while the critical

values corresponding to the transition zone are plotted in relation to the average degree (upper

x-axis in Fig. 4). Thus, this does not provide direct information which N-fold motif occurs at what

average degree, but the comparison between the critical value of the N-fold coupled feed forward

loop and the observed critical coupling strength in the Erdős-Rényi shows a very good match for

networks with high densities of 〈k〉> 50 and is as such a very likely explanation for the observed

drop in critical coupling strength.
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FIG. 4. The critical coupling strength versus the N-foldness of motifs. The critical coupling strengths are

shown as colored triangles for the feed forward loop and the coupled feed forward loop (lower x-axis). The

transition zone is the zone where between 10 and 90% of all networks show a cascading effect (orange

shading). Above the transition zone, more than 90% of all networks show cascading effects (red shading)

and below less than 10% (yellow shading). These measures are shown with respect to the average degree

of the network (upper x-axis). For dense Erdős-Rényi networks, the match between the transition zone and

the N-fold coupled feed forward loop is high. That means that the coupled feed forward loop seems to be a

good explanation for the drop of critical coupling strength for densely connected random networks.

C. Motifs in a real-world application: The Amazon rainforest

Motifs also foster connectivity in real-world networks, for instance in medicine, food webs

or the world wide web, carrying information forward26–29. Basically, each network consists of

certain motif structures that might be essential for the dynamics of the whole graph. One such

example could be the moisture recycling network of the Amazon rainforest. It has been proposed

that the Amazon rainforest is a tipping element with respect to the local precipitation5,41, which is
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suggested by conceptual models42 and data suggesting multistability of the rainforest39,40,43, also

on the regional scale.

Here, we construct a moisture recycling network in the Amazon rainforest and use the moisture

flow data from tree transpiration on a 2×2◦ resolution over the Amazon basin for the year 2014.

The data has been created in Staal et al. (2018)40. Each node represents a 2×2◦ patch of the

rainforest and each link represents the atmospheric moisture transport from forest transpiration

from one cell to another. To be able to compare the moisture recycling network with random

networks, we construct the network in such a way that the average degree is the same as for

the Erdős-Rényi case. If we want to, for instance, achieve an average degree of 5, we only set

the 160×5 = 800 strongest moisture transport links between two nodes are regarded. Since this

procedure favors strong connections, some weaker teleconnections between grid cells that are

further away are lost. However, the dominant links remain such that the main network topology is

preserved.

The coupling strength of these links is then set to the same value and the remaining connections

are set to zero. Other effects are also neglected in this network since the aim is here to focus on the

local and regional microstructures of the moisture recycling network and making it comparable

to random networks. With these simplifications, we intend to investigate the structure and the

possible implications it could have, instead of realistically modeling the tipping behavior of the

Amazon rainforest. Similar approaches on viewing the Amazon rainforest as a complex network

have been used earlier in literature38,44. In these studies, it is shown that forest loss might be

self-amplified in the Amazon basin if moisture recycling in the network is reduced, e.g., due to

deforestation, and might lead to adverse cascading effects.

We evaluate the critical coupling that is necessary to start a cascade comparing the occurrence of

tipping cascades between random networks and the moisture recycling network in the Amazon

rainforest dependent on the coupling strength (Fig. 5; compare with Fig. 2). We reveal jumps in

occurrence of cascade effects in the moisture recycling network when the coupling exceeds the

critical strength of the feed forward loop. This is already the case for very sparse networks at

low average degrees which hints at a highly clustered network with very localized motif structures

(see also Fig. 6). Due to this structure, the moisture recycling network shows significantly more

cascade effects at coupling strengths below 0.183 (single coupling) for low average degrees. For

the other, weaker motifs, a step-like structure in the tipping cascades of the Amazon rainforest

can hardly be noticed. Thus, these motifs only play a minor role in comparison to those in Erdős-
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Rényi networks. The highly clustered moisture recycling network facilitates the likelihood for

combinations of micro motifs that significantly elevate tipping cascades at lower couplings than

in random networks. Hence, our results provide additional evidence that the Amazon network is

more vulnerable than random networks following up on other aspects investigated in an earlier

study14. For the same reason, more cascades occur in random networks than in the moisture

recycling network for high coupling strengths (greater than 0.183) at the same average degree,

since some parts of the Amazon rainforest network remain unconnected, because links between

the closely connected clusters of highly connected areas are rare.

In the remainder of this section, we show results for an average degree 5, but the results are

robust against other average degrees (see supp. Fig. S4). Basic motifs in the Amazon rainforest

occur approximately 10 times more often than in the random network (Table I). This is due to

the high connectivity in the Amazon rainforest in some regions of the network, while others are

barely connected at all (Fig. 6). The clustering coefficient also hints at this network property of

the Amazon network since it is one magnitude higher than in the Erdős-Rényi network (0.297

versus 0.031±0.001). An overexpression, especially of the feed forward loop, has also been found

in other real-world networks in biology or technology25 suggesting an enhanced information or

material flow through this network structure.

Number of motif occurrence Amazon rainforest Erdős-Rényi

Feed forward loop 2378 123±2

Zero loop 168 25±1

Neighboring loop 1499 149±6

Secondary feed forward loop 11831 723±13

TABLE I. Comparison of occurrence of a motif between the Amazon rainforest network with an average

degree of 5 (and network size 160) with the respective Erdős-Rényi networks, both with network size 160

and average degree 5. The clustering coefficient of the Erdős-Rényi network is 0.031±0.001 and 0.297 for

the Amazon network.

In Fig. 6, the occurrence of the four motifs are mapped. There are two major regions where

motifs occur more frequently than in others. The first major region is located in the north of the

rainforest, and the second in the south-west. These regions with a high occurrence of motifs,
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FIG. 5. Comparison between tipping cascades in Erdős-Rényi networks (blue) and in the Amazon rainforest

(green) dependent on the coupling strength r for a) − h) average degrees from 1 − 8. For both network

types, the size is 160 nodes. The error for the Erdős-Rényi networks is the standard deviation of 10 bundles

of simulations, where each bundle consists of 100 tipping cascade experiments (compare to Fig. 2). For

the moisture recycling network, we simulate cascades for each of the 160 nodes and compute the average

number of experiments, where a cascade is observed.
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FIG. 6. Number of motifs that point to a certain location in the 2x2◦ grid. Two regions with different

vulnerability regimes can clearly be distinguished for all four investigated motifs. a) Feed forward loop, b)

Zero loop, c) Neighboring loop, d) Secondary feed forward loop. The average degree is 5 and the number

of nodes 160. Note the different colorbar scale between the sub-plots.

most importantly the feed forward loop, rely more on tree transpiration than other parts of the

rainforest. However, even though the moisture transport link strength varies from connection to

connection in our network (from 10 to a bit more than 100 millimeters per year), the number of

motifs, especially for the feed forward loop, indicates a reduced stability against tipping cascades.

Thus, it can be expected that these regions are more vulnerable than others in terms of changing

rainfall conditions such that potential cascades could emerge faster.

IV. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION

In this study, we found that network motifs are able to disseminate critical transitions of tip-

ping elements to further network nodes and can thus foster the emergence of tipping cascades. We
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worked out how motifs decrease the critical coupling strength that is necessary to start a cascade

and quantified the occurrence of simple, but decisive micro structures. We detected that feed for-

ward loops, the strongest three-node motif in our study, occur in sparse networks thus suggesting

the existence of important hub nodes that tend to be more vulnerable than others and are prone to

start a cascade. This seems to be of special importance also for real-world networks since there

feed forward loops are often significantly overexpressed which has been found in the Amazon

moisture recycling network example here. Similar findings have been made in other systems re-

ported in literature25. There it is also stated that six types of feed forward loops exist which are

combinations of the motifs described in this paper, i.e., one or more zero loops on top of a feed for-

ward loop. These specific combinations could be interesting to be investigated in future research

in more detail due to the importance of the feed forward loop motif. However, we restricted our

analysis to the four fundamental motifs since it is their fingerprint that is observed in the tipping

cascade experiments (see Fig. 2). Additionally, we find in our experiments that the critical cou-

pling strength in densely connected Erdős-Rényi networks is more than 90% lower compared to

the single coupling of two tipping elements, due to coupled feed forward loops. Thus, we are able

to understand the occurrence of tipping cascades in sparse and dense random networks.

In the Amazon rainforest application, the location of motifs is highly clustered in distinct areas of

the rainforest thus indicating increased vulnerability in these locations. There, tipping cascades

can emerge at lower couplings than they could for Erdős-Rényi networks. In turn, this would also

imply that reforestation in these regions is more effective.

However, this conclusion is limited by the simplified nature of the Amazon network realization in

this study and could be examined further by the usage of the actual moisture recycling values in

a more in-depth study. Since the model employed here is simplified and conceptual, the question

remains if the role of motifs would change under more realistic model realisations or other dy-

namics on the nodes themselves.

In turn, it might be insightful to investigate the role of motifs on other fully dynamic systems that

are connected via a network structure, for instance in food webs, transcriptional networks or Earth

system components.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See supplementary material for more details on the scaling for the weaker motifs (zero loop,

neighboring loop and secondary feed forward loop) in parallel to the feed forward loop (Fig. 3b).

Furthermore, details on multiple motifs and the degree dependency of the feed forward loop in the

moisture recycling network are shown.
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